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Hello and Happy New Year!
 

We are very proud to edit our first magazine this school year!
 

It has taken a while because we are using a new app and we needed to get used to
it! 

But magazine number 2 will be available quicker! Promise!
 

Different groups have been taking part in the project, 
all from European class:

Well, enjoy this new magazine!
 
 

Pay attention, some pictures like this:                         have been hidden...
Let's see if you can find them all! Write the number and see at the end of the

magazine if you were right! GOOD LUCK !
 

Editor's notes

.......... snowmen are hidden! P1
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1) Children believe that Father Christmas or Santa Claus leaves presents in
stockings or pillow-cases.

 
2) Christmas tea, rolling at around 6 pm is the round two of the sit down with

the family. 
 

3) Every year, thousands of people visit the Oxford Street to watch this big
‘switch on’. The most famous decoration can be seen in Oxford Street in London,

and it keeps getting better and bigger. 
 

4) The royal Christmas broadcast by their reigning queen or kind is a mainstay of
England. George V began the tradition of sending out a Christmas message to

the public in the year 1932, and it’s still followed. 
 

5) In England, the main Christmas meal is usually eaten in the mid-noon or at
lunchtime on the Christmas day. The wassail bowl, brimming with spiced and

hot wine tops the day’s feast. 

 
The traditions in England

 
-Some of the Christmas traditions are exclusive to the United Kingdom and the

Boxing day is one of them.
 In the United States, St. Nicholas is known as the Santa Claus, which is basically

derived from Dutch term “Sinter Klaas”, but in the whole of United Kingdom, he is
almost exclusively known as Father Christmas. 
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The BMW M5 Competition model
was introduced in August 2018,
with power increased to 460 kW
(617 hp) at 6,000 rpm and torque
remaining unchanged at 750 N⋅m
(553 lb⋅ft) between 1,800 and
5,800 rpm. The official zero to 100
km/h (62 mph) acceleration time
was reduced by 0.1 seconds
compared with the regular M5
meaning zero to 100 km/h (62
mph) takes 3.1 seconds in
accordance with BMW. Other
changes include stiffer springs,
increased front camber, a 7 mm
(0.3 in) lower ride height, revised
wheels and a redesigned exhaust
system with a particulate filter
added. In a test by sport auto the
M5 Competition lapped the
Nürburgring in 7:35.90. Although
advertised at 460 kW (617hp)
(measured at the crank) the M5
Competition in Car and Driver's
dyno test showed 460 kW (617hp)
at the wheels, suggesting a
higher output than advertised.

BMW M5 F90

For this beautiful car we can 
spend approximately 150 000€.
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THE CLUBS THAT HAVE WON THE CHAMPIONS

LEAGUE ARE :

- THE MOST SUCCESSFUL CLUB IS REAL MADRID 14

TIMES

- FOLLOWED BY MILAN WITH 7 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

CUPS

- LIVERPOOL WITH 6 LEAGUE CUPS

- BAYERN MUNICH WITH ALSO 6 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

CUPS

- BARCELONA WITH 5 CUPS

- AJAX WITH 4 CUPS

- MANCHESTER UNITED WITH 3 CUPS

- INTER ALSO WITH 3 CUPS

- CHELSEA WITH 2 CUPS

- NOTTM FOREST WITH 2 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE CUPS

- BENFICA WITH 2 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE CUPS

- JUVENTUS WITH 2 CUPS

- PORTO WITH 2 CUPS

- DORTMUND WITH 1 CUP

- FEYENOORD WITH 1 CUP

- MARSEILLE WITH 1 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE CUP

- ASTON VILLA WITH 1 CUP

- HAMBURG WITH 1 CUP

- CRVENA ZVEZDA WITH 1 CUP

- FCSB WITH 1 CUP

- PSV WITH 1 CUP

- CELTIC WITH 1 CUP

The Champions League

was created from 1955 to

1992. It gathers the best

European clubs and was

created by UEFA. The

UEFA (Union of European

Football Associations) is an

association of European

football clubs.

MARSEILLE IS THE ONLY

FRENCH CLUB TO HAVE

WON THE CHAMPIONS

LEAGUE
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-On the second match, the team of
Saudi Arabia won facing the Argentina,
and so, the king (Salmane ben Abdelaziz
Al Saoud)
created a bank holiday as a gift for the
victory. Some supporters of SAUDI
ARABIA joked on best player in the world
who has seven « ballon d’or » : «  WHERE
IS MESSI ?» yet he played at the
meeting.

- Qatar has succeeded in building the
first demountable stadium called 974 for
two reasons. Firstly, because it is built
from containers (a world first) and
modular steel elements, right next to a
port. The most perceptive will have
understood that it is precisely 974
containers that were used to build this
sports stadium. The second reason is a
reference to the international telephone
code of Qatar, which is none other
than... 974. 

-This event began on Sunday 20
November 2022 with loser
country organizer (QATAR)
facing (EQUATOR) From the
birth of the World Cup ,no team
from an organizer country had
ever lost the first match.
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THE BEST
APPRENTICE
OF FRANCE

THE COMPETITION« UN DES
MEILLEUR APPRENTIS DE

FRANCE » WAS CREATED IN
1985 BY PAUL LABOURIER,

MOF AND TEACHER IN
MORBIHAN. 

 FIRST OF ALL,  THIS
COMPETITION  WAS AT A

REGIONAL LEVEL. 
AND AT A NATIONAL LEVEL IN

2001.

IN JEAN DE BERRY, IN JOINERY, THERE WERE
MANY PERSONS WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED AT

THE BEST APPRENTICE OF FRANCE LIKE:
 

-JULIEN MALAK SILVER MEDAL IN 2009
.

-RUDDY JABOUILLE BRONZE MEDAL IN 2011.
 

-ANTOINE LAURO SILVER MEDAL IN 2013.
 

-JEREMY LAVIGNE PARTICIPATED IN CONCOURS
.

-BENJAMIN CHODAK BRONZE MEDAL IN 2019.
 
 

CÉCILLIA FOURCADE, STUDENT IN JOINERY
AT THE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL (AT

GIRONDE), RECEIVED THE GOLD MEDAL AT
LEVEL SOME « BEST APPRENTICE OF

FRANCE » IN 2021.
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RESIDENT EVIL
VILLAGE

The first person video game in horror style developed by
CAPCOM known as "RESIDENT EVIL VILLAGE" released
on May 7, 2021 follows its predecessor "RESIDENT EVIL:

BIOHAZARD" released on January 24, 2017.

Following the terrifying events of RE7: Biohazard, EThan
Winters leads a peaceful existence with his wife Mia and

daughter Rose aged six months. 
but all this was short-lived because when Agent Chris
Redfield and his men burst into the Winters' house by

murdering Mia and Kidnappend Rose and Ethans.

When Ethan regains consciousness he made the
acquaintance of a village of elabra in Europe housing this
population in atrocious beast that will be called monsters.

While exploring the village he met different characters
like "The Duke" with whom Ethan will haggle throughout
the story but also with the protagonists, in number of 5;
Alcina Dimetrescu; Dona Beneviento; Savator Moreau;

Karl Heinserberg and Mother Miranda
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Who is Charles III ? 
Charles Philip Arthur George was born at
Buckingham Palace, London, on
November 14, 1948. His parents were
Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip, duke
of Edinburgh. Charles’s sister, Anne, was
born in 1950. His two brothers, Andrew
and Edward, were born in 1960 and 1964,
respectively. In 1952, when Prince Charles
was three years old, his mother became
Queen Elizabeth II. From then on, Prince
Charles became first in line to the British
throne. He went to schools in London,
Hampshire, and Scotland and then
attended the University of Cambridge. He
earned a bachelor’s degree there in 1971

THE NEW KING
Charles III

King Charles' reign will be eventful
The accession to the throne of Charles,
Prince of Wales, on the death of his
mother, Queen Elizabeth II, is likely to be
a turbulent one, with public opinion in
Britain and abroad still divided over his
future reign

“He has been outspoken on society and
architecture over the years. That
freedom is curtailed by his new role. With
the example his mother set, he has had a
very good model to follow. I feel that the
role requires it of him.” 
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Following her tumultuous marriage with
Prince Charles, the princely couple
separated in 1992, and the divorce was
formally recorded in 1996. On the evening of
August 31, 1997, in a tunnel in Paris, her car is
the victim of a terrible accident in which the
princess dies at the age of 36, her death
arouses international emotion, leaving the
kingdom of England in mourning.

Princess of Wales
 
 
 
 Called the Princess of Hearts, Diana

Spencer was born on July 1, 1961 in
Sandringham, Great Britain. Coming
from the Spencer family, a famous line
of the British aristocracy, Diana Spencer
is the youngest daughter of John
Spencer, she became a member of the
British royal family by marrying Prince
Charles in 1981, with whom she has two
children, William in 1982 and Harry in
1984. She is one of the most famous
women in the world at the end of the
20th century. She is also a global
emblematic figure of the humanitarian
cause, she creates and engages in
several associations to defend causes
such as the defense of children, the
fight against AIDS, anti-personnel mines
and cancer.

R.O
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On September 13 , 1996Tupac Amaru Shakur
He was born Lesane Parish Crooks on
June 16, 1971 in New York, known by
the stage names of 2Pac and
Makaveli and died assassinated on
September 13, 1996 in Las Vegas, is an
American rapper, poet and actor. He
is often considered one of the
greatest rappers of all time.

Iconic figure of American rap of the
1980s and 1990s

TUPAC was, and still remains, an
iconic character. A legend that
marked, inspired and guided several
generations. Beyond being the most
influential rapper in history, he was a
complete artist and a committed
man. More than an MC, he was also
an actor, poet, philosopher, lyricist
and political activist .

On September 13 , 1996, the American
rapper was murdered in Las Vegas at
the age of 25. Two decades later, the
mystery of his disappearance still
unleashes passions.

On September 7, 1996, American
rapper Tupac Shakur was shot four
times in a drive-by shooting in Las
Vegas, Nevada. The shooting took
place at 11:15 pm, when the car with
Shakur stopped at a red light on the
East Flamingo Road and Koval Lane
intersection. Shakur was hit by four
shots fired from a .40 caliber: two in
the chest, one in the arm, and one in
the thigh. He died six days later of
respiratory failure that led to cardiac
arrest following removal of his right
lung at the University Medical Center
of Nevada.

MIGUEL 22 15/12/2022
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Oliver Tree (born June 29, 1993) is an American singer. He released his first

album in 2013. In 2022 he will release "Miss You" the music that interests us. 

"Miss You" is music about the lord (God). Oliver Tree says he misses “the lord a

lot hence, miss you”. The style of this music is pop. His music was a hit on

TikTok and then on YouTube. His voice is totally modified and gives him a robot

voice. Olivier Tree is a real artist and for me he will always be. 

12

 

Who is Oliver Tree???

This man is crazy!!
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STADE TOULOUSAIN
The first team

STADE TOULOUSAIN IS A FRENCH
RUGBY CLUB FOUNDED IN 1907 AND
BASED IN TOULOUSE, DOMICILED IN
ERNEST WALLON AND CHAIRED BY
DIDIER LACROIX. THE FIRST TEAM,
COACHED BY UGO MOLA SINCE 2015,
AFTER HAVING BEEN COACHED BY GUY
NOVÈS FOR MORE THAN TWENTY
YEARS, IS IN THE TOP 14 AND THE
EUROPEAN CUP.

Stadium Ernest WallonHAVING WON TWENTY-ONE
TIMES THE FRENCH

CHAMPIONSHIP AND FIVE
TIMES THE EUROPEAN CUP,

THE CLUB IS THE MOST
SUCCESSFUL IN BOTH

COMPETITIONS.
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thursday,08 december
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DRIVE

The film Drive features a driver
played by Ryan Gosling, also known
for famous films such as Blade
Runner 2049 (2016) or LaLaLand
(2017), as a driver for the
underworld night. During the day
performs stunts for Hollywood films
and work on the side in a garage
run by his friend Shannon (Bryan
Cranston). Seemingly calm and
cynical, he meets Irene (Carey
Mullingan), her son Benicio (Kaden
Leos) and her husband Standard
(Oscar Isaac). All fresh out of
prison, Standard who is at odds
with his former fellow prisoner to
whom he owes money. Wishing to
help him, the driver sets up a plan
to steal money and thus repay
Standard's debts. Unfortunately, he
took it out on the wrong person
causing a chain reaction of the
most violent riposte, pushing the
driver to reveal his true nature.

Between conspiracy and drug
trafficking, discover the dark story,
both touching and tragic, of the film
nominated for the Cannes festival.

R EV I EW :

C I N E M A
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Avatar 2
La Voie De L'eau

 
Avatar 2 (The Way of Water) is the
movie of 2022 which all people are

waiting for. It will come out on the 14th
December and it will last 3 hours and

10 minutes.
 

The movie is the following of the first
one, the story happens a decade after

the story of the first film.
 

AVATAR 2 : LA VOIE DE L’EAU is about
Sully’s family members (Jake, Neytiri
and their children), there will be a lot
of action, fights and many hardships
they need to go through to survive.

The movie took 10 years to be
created and on the trailer, the

graphism are incredible so I’m so
hyped.

I’m doing this article because the
first movie Avatar is the movie of my
childhood. I liked the first one and I

hope the second will be as good. 

Florian 
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Forrest
Gump

The film is about the eventful life of
Forrest Gump (played by the
principal actor Tom Hanks), a “simple-
minded” from Alabama who finds
himself involved, most often
unintentionally, in the major events
that mark the history of the United
states of America. Between the 1950s
and the 1980s, Forrest even being
sometimes the cause.

Forrest Gump is an American comedy
by Robert Zemeckis, released in 1994,
adapted from the novel of the same
name by the writer Winston Groom,
published in 1986.

It’s a very good film which has
received many prizes like six
Academy Awards in 1995 (including
Best Film, Best Director for Robert
Zemeckis and Best Actor for Tom
Hanks).In 2011, the film was selected
by the National Film Registry of the
Library of Congress for preservation
because of its “culturally, historically
or aesthetically significant” interest.

Review

Award-winning film

Jérémie
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.The attractions are separated into two parts
and levels, the lower and upper level. Today,
we find 21 attractions and rides such as:
"The Simpsons Ride", "Jurassic World", "Jurassic
World - The Ride", "DinoPlay", "Fast & Furious –
Supercharged", "King Kong 360 3-D", "The
Wizarding World of Harry Potter", " The World-
Famous Studio Tour", "WaterWorld" and
others..

In this park,

Thursday, 15 December 2022
https://www.universalstudios
hollywood.com/
Universal Studios Hollywood is an
amusement park owned by NBC
Universal, an American media
subsidiary of Comcast. Located in
Universal City, in the suburbs of Los
Angeles, California, it is also next to
Universal Film Studios, which belongs to
Universal Pictures. They are part of the
Studio Tour. Created in 1915 to produce
films and series, it was inaugurated in
July 1964 thanks to ninety million
visitors. The park also has over 50 food
outlets such as "Moe's Tavern", "Suds
McDuff's Hot Dogs", "Minion Cafe",
Bumblebee Man's Taco Truck", and
others. Also there are 39 shopping area,
for example "Kwik-E-Mart", "Nectar Bath
Treats", "Owl Post", "The Pets Store", and
others.

P18



The special collection celebration, where you can see and choose pick out the perfect items to

complement one another, or create your own individual look with a wide-ranging assortment of

commemorative items.

The Disney Castle Collection, there are from collectibles, like ornaments and charms, to castle-

inspired attire, there’s something for everyone in this collection. You’ll even find a festive 50th

anniversary-edition Minnie Mouse Ear Headband that lights up.

With Vault Collection, come to discover, this super-fun assortment of retro-theme treasures are

right out of the Walt Disney Archives. 

EARidescent Shimmer Collection, you will be wrapping from head to toe in a magical shimmer

inspired by Cinderella Castle, with its magnificent gold accents and blue-roofed towers. 

Luxe Logo Collection, this upscale collection features highly coveted items that are destined to be

the crown jewels of your Disney collection. Choose from an impressive selection of fashionable

apparel, headwear and more that are as spectacular as the celebration itself. 

For the fifty years WaltDisney World is releasing a unique, special and new collection.

 

Magic Kingdom Park

Cinderella Castle illuminates the park with a pixie dust glow and on select nights, watch as the

castle transforms with festive projections

EPCOT

Lights shine from within Spaceship Earth’s reflective panels as stardust emerges to symbolize

beacons of possibility and optimism.

Disney’s Hollywood Studios

The iconic Hollywood Tower Hotel glitters with EARidescence, evoking the glimmer and

shimmer of the golden age of imagination and adventure

Disney's Animal Kingdom Theme Park

A warm and glorious light emanates from the Tree of Life, as enchanted fireflies gather to call

forth the magic of nature. Plus, on select nights, watch as the Tree of Life transforms with

festive projections

The places of the most popular theme parks, will light up, to plunge you into an enchanted world.

 

THE WALT
DISNEY WORLD
50TH
ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

DisneyWorld, Florida, which is the best leisure complex in Walt Disney

Parks and Resorts, is celebrating its 50th anniversary. This event ends

on March 31, 2023.

Mickey Mouse

Minnie Mouse

Donald Duck

Daisy Duck

A new cavalcade floating through Magic Kingdom park as part of The World’s Most Magical Celebration. 

The iconic characters will be there, with new looks special fifty years. 

You can meet:

Pluto

Goofy

Chip

Dale

SPECIAL MEMORIES FIFTY YEARS :

A TANGLED WORLD :

A MAGICAL PARADE
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DISNEYLAND PARIS

THINGS TO
KNOW

what is it 
Disneyland Paris is
an amusement
park and hostel on
the topic of Disney
films. On the site,
you can eat and
drink in a
restaurant as you
want and when
you want ( AM-PM
). You can do rides
and see shows.

Mr Walt Disney

During many
years, Mr Walt
Disney innovated 
Walt Disney Studio
and in 1992, the
park 
was created. Some
years later, in
2002, he created
The Disney Village.

Disneyland Paris is constitued of two parks, the
first one is Walt Disney Studios and the second is
Disney Village.There are a lot of people during the
year, with more than 9 million of people per year
and 27 000 people per day. You can visit the
different stores and find all the films of Disney on
the clothes sold there.For the 30th anniversary,
every day there is a parade with lightings and
music. One thing that nobody tells is that to take
advantage of this place, it is better to stay several
days, and of course in a hostel, especially if you
live far away or in another country.The entrance
is very expensive, people who don’t have money
can’t go easily.

By LAZNY Tristan

Kids
A lot of children are
really excited to 
come into this park
because it’s so
magic and there
are so many 
characters walking
around and 
speaking loudly to
impress the 
public.

MAGICAL
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What's  your name ?

Biography December, 2022

My name is Vaishnavi

How old are you  ?

I'm 22 years old

Where do you come from ?

Where do you live

Do you have brother and sister ?

What  are you studies ?

Why did you come to France  ?

What  is your job  ?

 What do you like in France ?

Do you speak another language  ?

Have  you ever been to France  ?

I'm from India

I live in Bourges at Alain Fournier's
boarding school

I have an 11 years old brother

I went to history school and Iwould like to
do a master in archeology

I am an assistant English teacher

 I love Paris and I want to experience my French

I love chocolate, pastry, the Effel Tower, signs of
politeness and culture

I speak English, Indian, French and Marathi (the
language of the region where I come from)

I already went to Corsica 1 year ago
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So this is the end of magazine number 1!
 

We hope you enjoyed it!
 

Have you found my pictures?
 

How many are they?

We are 11...

See you soon!...
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